
Keep on learning in Science 
 
Here are some ideas for you if you would like to do some extra science work whilst you are 
at home. We’ve split them by year groups, but we aren’t that precious about it really. Make 
sure you email me your efforts! 
 
Year 7 and 8 
 
Go outside, find a quiet spot in your garden. Sit or lie down with your eyes closed. How 
many different species of bird do you think you can hear? See if you can identify them using 
this website: https://www.british-birdsongs.uk/. Let me know what birds are visiting your 
garden. 
 
Mr Smith’s Y7 this year have been designing Rube Goldberg machines that use 
electromagnets. One student took things even further and built his own. Can you design and 
build your own Rube Goldberg machine? Send me the video and I will put the best on 
Twitter. 
 
Trying growing your own edible crystals. There are instructions here. Be careful with boiling 
water, get an adult to help you. Again, send me any pictures! 
 
Year 9 and 10 
 
Try listening to an episode of the Infinite Monkey Cage. When does a strawberry die? Let me 
know what you think. 
 
Can you learn the Elements Song? Send me your video of your efforts!  
 
Year 11 
 
If you're planning to study a science at A Level, I highly recommend getting a copy of one of 
CGP’s Head Start books. There is one for Biology, Chemistry and Physics. 
 
For the Biologists, Biozone’s Biolinks page is an excellent place to find links to interesting 
resources to broaden and deepen your knowledge. 
 
Aspiring Chemists could hone their titration skills with the RSC’s Titration Screen 
Experiment. You could also start introducing yourself to the world A Level Chemistry 
structure and bonding on Chemguide (my go-to online A Level resource). No, we didn’t lie to 
you at GCSE, we just used a simplified model appropriate to your level of understanding! 
 
The Institute of Physics’ “Explore Physics” page has some links to interesting articles about 
contemporary physics issues. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.british-birdsongs.uk/
https://coolmaterial.com/roundup/rube-goldberg-machines/
https://sciencenotes.org/how-to-make-rock-candy-or-sugar-crystals/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00snr0w/episodes/downloads
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b01p0bmz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcS3NOQnsQM
https://www.cgpbooks.co.uk/secondary-books/as-and-a-level/science/biology/bbr71-head-start-to-a-level-biology?c=869930
https://www.cgpbooks.co.uk/secondary-books/as-and-a-level/science/chemistry/cbr71-head-start-to-a-level-chemistry
https://www.cgpbooks.co.uk/secondary-books/as-and-a-level/science/physics/pbr71-head-start-to-a-level-physics?c=43180524
https://www.biozone.co.uk/biolinks/
http://www.rsc.org/learn-chemistry/resources/screen-experiment/titration/experiment/2
http://www.rsc.org/learn-chemistry/resources/screen-experiment/titration/experiment/2
https://www.chemguide.co.uk/atoms/propsmenu.html#top
https://beta.iop.org/explore-physics?_ga=2.227760094.2115824305.1585258774-1413782052.1585258774

